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Fire alarm glitch leaves students in the cold
By Ginger McDonald
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

A glitch in the system, was the
apparent cause that set off the fire
alarm at the SJSU Washington
Square Hall shortly after 9 a.m.
Thursday.
According to Capt. Douglas
Stewart of the San Jose Fire
Department, a call was received
from the University Police at 9:36

a.m.
"I was told that there was
smoke in the basement of the
building, but it’s my guess that it
was just a haze, because it had
clearly dissipated by the time we
arrived," he said.
The captain, along with 17 firefighters equipped with axes and
oxygen gear, arrived in two fire
trucks and a battalion truck block-

ing off the left lane of Fourth
Street that roils in front of
Washington Square Hall.
Stewart said the cause was probably due to an electrical glitch, or
perhaps an insect got into the
smoke alarm. He said it is not atypical of the type of alarm system that
is installed in the building.
"The system is very common in
the high-rise buildings located

throughout the city of San Jose,"
Stewart said. "On an average day
we can receive as many as two to
three calls and they all seem to
have the same problem.
"It was not a false alarm, because
we were able to immediately reset
it something we cannot do
when someone forcibly sets it off,"
he said.
Dance Professor Annette

Macdonald, said, 1 v.,is iiiit, \
office just bringing in Ili% tap iittic s
and was going to show a dance
video when it went off."
She said she had no idea why it
had gone off. If it were a drill, professors usually receive advance
notice so they can be prepared.
Fred Mathews, professor of
dance and emergency marshal for
the building, said the hour is usual -

Is a heavy attendance time, and he
sionated at least 500 students plus
professors were evacuated.
Jamie Rea, undeclared freshman
said."I was helping a friend of
mine practice our tap routine
when the alarm went off.
"I had to pack up all my stuff
and leave," she said as she looked
down and realized that she still
See Alarm, Back page

Theater
controversies
offstage
‘Mr. Billboard Boy’ makes
art part of his real life
By Elaina Medina
Spartan DaiW Staff Writer

"Electronic Nigger," the phrase smacks of prejudice
and disrespect, and for three days in September, these
letters magnified the frequendy ignored marquee that
stands in front of the University Theatre.
It is the title of a university production about racial
issues and it emotionally charged the multicultural
community at SJSU, which is just what the new theater
manager, John Higgins wanted.
"John understands you have to attract attention to
get people to notice you," said David Kahn, director of
the theatre drama department. "If he wants to be ’Mr.
Billboard Boy’ to get people’s attention, more power
to him."
"They’re calling him ’Mr. Billboard Boy’ because
he’s the first person to come and creatively use the
marquee," said theater student Codie Fitch. "He’s
waking us all up."
"I hoped people would start looking at the sign,"
Higgins said. "It’s the theater’s job to hold a mirror up
to nature, not to take sides. It s our job to reflect the
society we live in, in such a way that the real truth
becomes visible."
He said the theatre arts department received many
complaints and he was asked to take the sign down.
"I was requested by my immediate superiors to take
See

Theater, Back page
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From battling apartheid in South Africa, to drawing attention for creative
billboards, John Higgins, SJSU’s new University Theatre manager,
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Campus takes bloom

Murals in
real-life
color

University receives 2,500 iris plants
By Ken McNeill
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Students can look forward to a
more colorful spring next year
when the 2,500 iris plants donated
to SJSU begin to bloom throughout the campus.
Bill Manott, owner of Maryou’s
Iris Garden, donated the plants at
the urging of Jerry Simmons,
director of Student Services for
Associated snide ids and an
employee ai il,tr s ii

By Chris Morris
Spartan Daily Staff wnwr

A mother who is reading a
book while her two children
snuggle at her side is just one of
the characters in a new mural by
artist Angelo Lopez, an SJSU
alum, painted for the Berryessa
branch library.
Other characters include the
"hear no evil, see no evil and
speak no evil monkeys," a cow
jumping over the moon, a tortoise, a rabbit, a big golden fish
leaping out of an opened book
and many more.
The two-panel mural depicts
some of the favorite characters
who appear in children’s story
books, as well as provide a multicultural connection, Lopez said.
Once Lopez received the project, he was given a lot of leeway
on designing the mural. The
only idea San Jose public library

1.. CLENDENI \

comes to the school with a history of controversy behind nim

"The campus reminds me somewhat of a prison," Simmons said,
referring to all the construction
fences and cement walls
The irises, which will grow about
3 feet tall arid bliioni iii a variety of
colors, are perennials and will multiply each year. Mars-on said.
Simmons, who is also a memller
of a local iris club, is pleased with
the universitY’s willingness to put
in the amount of work to get the
See

Iris.

Back cage

Students make art with glass
Exhibition allows participants to design
PHOTO KS KEN STATHAM SPAR I
SJSU alum Angelo Lopez painted a two-piece mural depicting popular children’s story
characters for the Berryessa branch of the San Jose Public Library.
officials wanted reflected in the
mural was that it have some type
of multicultural image in it.
He drew upon his strengths in
creating the characters for it. "I
love to do funny faces and animals, which seem to be my
strengths," Lopez said. "I like
doing facial expressions, but I’m
not .1 realist. My illustrations are

very humorous cartoony type
of style."
Ruth Phebus, children’s librarian at the Berryessa branch, is
happy with how the mural
turned out. "I’m very pleased
with it. It’s larger than life, "she
said. "(It has allot of bright and
vibrant color, and very childlike."
The response from children,

Danthanh Huynh
Spartan Daily Stall ssni

adults and young adults has beeii
great, Phebus said.
She said the mural will connect with children because it
includes what the children of
today are drawn to. "Thu see a lot
of illustrations that mirror what
happened in the past," Phebus
said. "They don’t really connect
See Mural, Back page

Accomplished glass artist and
SJSU Professor Mary White and
her students will be part of the
upcoming glass art exhibition,
"Dale Chihuly: Installations 19641995" at the San Jose Museum of
Art.
On Oct. 1 and Nov. 5, from II
a.m. to 4 p.m., the department of
art and design will present a glassblowing demonstration and open
house as part of the museum’s
Famil% Sunday events. White and

het students will gist.- demon sti
HOW: every hour oll the making of
glass art, Hands-on areas will allow
participants
to
make
tiles,
brooches or pins to take home.
"I’m very excited." White said
"I’m happy to be c ollaborating
with the community, to bring people to see glass art. to meet the
public and discuss art. This will be
a thrilling event."
This is the second time White
has wot ked with the museum. Her
participation in this Year’s event
See Glass, Back page

Attempt for peace

’Holy war’ threats

Gambling tussle

Victory on horizon

With President Clinton presiding,
Israel and Palestinians Thursday
moved toward peace in the
Middle East, signing a histonc
accord for the West Bank.

Muslim militants threatened
Thursday to launch a ’holy war’
against the Israel -PLO
agreement on West Bank peace
signed at the White House.

A tussle over a casino in the
heart of San Francisco Bay is
emerging in the final weeks of
the city’s tight mayoral race.
Brown sees casinos as revenue

John Ralston, SJSU head football
coach, comes off a tough 41-7
loss to Cal but envisions a
possible victory against winless
Utah State on Saturday.
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Classic movies rare this year

YOU c-AINI:T
REPLACE
FLOE PAL L ARGESS
Wtri-i BLOCK
GPA.Nrs TO T
STATES!

O11(e A week, I like to venture out from behind
my computer, books, school work, and my job
and catch a good movie. Unfortunately, these
so-called good movies have been few and far between.
I usually get off from work at 9:30 or 10 p.m. along
with my boyfriend with whom I work. He lives right by
a movie theater in Redwood City so we always glance
at the marquee to peruse the menu of viewing pleasures that we may indulge in.
Once we’ve decided on a film (quite a decision
since our tastes differ immensely in film genre). we
purchase our tickets and grab a cold drink and a
goodie (or two) from the snack bar and find our way
to semi-comfortable seats.
The menu has been very indifferent. It seems every
other movie I see is OK or good but the ones in
between have been, well. disappointing.
"Waterworld" was to be this spectacular viewing
experience from what I heard and read about it. it
was OK. I expected more for the amount of money
they spent on it.
Then there was "Dangerous Minds"; I never was a
big fan of Michelle Pfieffer but I was surprisingly
pleased with her performance. The movie was a different twist from its predecessors "Lean on Me" and
"Stand and Deliver." It tnade me a bit sad that I decided to become a journalist and not a teacher, by
reminding me how a teacher can reach out to someone and help them learn and improve themselves.
My boyfriend is a huge fan of Quentin Tarantino
and his movies so, of course, the next movie was
"Desperado." I liked "Reservoir Dogs" and "Pulp
Fiction" and I even liked the movie that "Desperado"
sequels, "El Moriarchi," but this movie was not for me.
"Not my cup of tea" is what I said to my boyfriend,
who (of course) loved the film.
Why spoil his enjoyment of the film just because I
thought the characters had no chemistry and the
plot was virtually non-existent?
On a brighter note, ’The Usual Suspects"
was the best movie I have seen thus far this
year. This movie reminded me of an
Alfred Hitchcock or Agatha Christie whodunit. A crime has been committed and
there are five suspects, all having long
and notorious criminal records, accused
of having committed the crime. The
audience is kept trying to figure out
who the criminal is throughout the
movie and once it is revealed, it is a
genuine surprise.
"Hackers was a very corny and
average teeny-bopper movie
about acceptance through a
common bond, computer hacking. Some of the visual aspects
of the movie were good and the
soundtrack is great but that was

I MEAN WHO’S
MOPE EXPEPIENCED
AT sPENDING
THAN CON(51PESS7.‘"
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Technology cuts both ways
Twentv-five years ago, social
analyst and writer Alvin
Toffier coined the term
-future shock." ’Future shock"
i in olves man’s ability or inablity to
cope with advancing technology.
At that time, no one had even
heard of a personal computer.
A lot has changed since then.
Lately. I’ve been hearing how
important technology is to the
future of voung Americans. At San
Jose State University, President
Robert L. Caret has made this his
number one priority, while on a
recent visit to the state, President
Clinton spoke of the unparalleled
importance of promoting technology into the 21st century.
Computer literacy is an important factor in the current curriculum because it does make life a little easier, especially when an
4;411M-Pfkgq 1041)cr ,.i* Am in the
morning. Aside from ;Ins, my view
on computers and technology in
general begins to differ.
To many, technology seems a
solution to the worlds woes, yet
outside of Northern America and
Western Europe, it is available to
the priveleged few. Factually, Third
World populations are lucky if they
have public sanitation or hot water.
Forget about Nintendo, many
people are fortunate if they can
afford a television. Regardless,
many political scientists in the
West see technology as a savior for
these poor countries.
If you have bought a computer
recently, you know they are
damned expensive. A nice set-up
could run you $2,000. Such purchases for the majority are not
even considerations. Tile notion
that "global technology" is the lat-

est ticket to the future is an illusion.
This illusion is also evident in
the United States. While technology rides the headlines, class
dichotomy continues, especially
amongst the lower and middle
classes. The lower classes are growing, while the elite continue to
reap the rewards of the working
class.
As education becomes increasingly expensive, people are being
squeezed out of their fair right to
knowledge. Technology is only
part of this knowledge that is
unavailable and not even close to
the most important. Without trying to sound like a socialist, certain
historical predictions seem to be
crying out.
It’s nice to think of technology
as progress. But the amount of
importance being placed on it at
the moment brings forth skepticism and suspicion relative to propaganda.
Let us remember that technology is a human concoction, that on its own is a
cold, irresponsive database.
Before we begin to talk of
"global technology," perhaps global union among
"people" should come first.
Problems like homelessness may not
appear on the
headlines
as
often as the
latest technological innovations but
they
are
sure a hellof-a-lot
closer to

Computer literacy is
an important factor
currently because
it does make life
a little easier,
especially when
an eight-page
paper is due
in the morning.

o,

Kristina Allen is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Kissing armadillos is alright with her

humanity.
Technology as a tool can be a
good thing but it is far
from the answer. Writers
and
like
Huxley
Orwell could become
prophets someday if
we don’t realize the
misconceptions about
technology.

I don’t care if you run pictures
of Ron Reagan kissing an armadillo’s behind.
My family values say that
humans need love just like they
need food. You may not eat pork
because of your religion, but people who are hungry for food or for
love have a right to the kind they
want.

Sloan Hruby is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5’ disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

News from China badly slanted by U.S. media
always turn to the media.
After China opened its doors to
the outside world, Chinese newspapers kept reporting the bright
side of the U.S., and would entreat
readers to learn from them. Our
column in a famous Chinese newspaper covering our lives in
America emphasized some strong
points of this great country, and is
an example of this. The Chinese
are trying to absorb some aspects
of American culture and value
just like socking up vitamins.
Unfortunately, a lot of reporting
about China in the U.S. is simply
prejudiced. Would you still be
proud of your media if they didn’t
tell the truth? China, a developing
country with the world’s largest
population, is far from perfect, but
its social ills are basically matters of
history. The bias held by some
Americans against China is mainly
caused by differences in culture
and values between the two countries.
During the Cold War, Chinese
newspapers reported mainly the
so-called dark side of U.S. and the
rest of the world.
Many Chinese tended to think
that everyone in the world was suffering but them. I heard someone
who was also puzzled by the U.S.
press coverage of China ask, "Are
the U.S. media repeating what
their Chinese counterparts did
before?" Terrific question!
Americans need to know something about others instead of holding negative feelings toward a
country with which they are not
acquainted, and with which their
press focused upon nothing but a
Few political dissidents.

about it.
Our latest endeavor was the film "Seven" starring
Morgan Freeman and Brad Pitt. It is a film about a
serial killer who chooses his victims by utilizing the
seven deadly sins from the Bible.
I can’t make up my mind about this movie. The
story line is interesting, the actors are talented and
give convincing performances, and seeing Brad Pitt in
action is always a plus in my book. Now for the down
side.
Although I have always been a closet fan of horror
and slasher films like "Friday the 13th" and most
Stephen King films, this film really got to me with its
graphic scenes. They were very real and highly disturbing, which is probably a gold star for the special
effects crew, but I had problems just sitting through
them.
They weren’t very violent because they only showed
the aftermath of the murders not the murders being
committed. But the images of these dead people.
especially the ones killed for gluttony and sloth. made
my skin crawl and my stomach do cartwheels.
The usual trip to Lyon’s restaurant after the
show was spoiled since all I could stomach was
a soda.
I love to just relax and watch a good
movie but the latest barrage of films have
offered me very little solace. There are still
three months left that might he filled with
blockbusters, but I am too gun-shy to
shell out my hard-earned seven dollars
for another disappointment.
Where are films like "Gone
With
the Wind" and
the
"Casablanca" for the ’90s?

Letter

Letter

During the women’s conference
in Beijing. the the U.S. press wasn’t
concerned with covering women’s
issues, although these issues
deserved attention. Instead, considering it an opportunity to
embarrass China, U.S. journalists
swarmed into China to hunt for
man -bites-dog news. As Chinese
citizens who are here pursuing
master’s degrees, our perspective is
that such coverage of the women’s
conference is somewhat misleading.
Misled by the press coverage,
many Americans may liken China
to Nazi Germany, or an old, evil
empire that once existed 1,000
years ago. That is why we weren’t
surprised when we read a newspaper opinion article asking, -What
year is it that the Chinese want the
Olympics?"
We began wondering why the
women’s conference had anything
to do with the Olympics. Knowing
China, once the Chinese make
their decision to hold the
Olympics, they mean business.
And if given the opportunity, they
can return a miracle to the world.
When we told our American
friends we were once journalists
before we came to the U.S., many
responded with "Wow, you must
have endured a lot!"
Take it easy, guys. It’s not that
horrible. Nowadays, China is
absolutely better than what the
media have been telling you, and
so is the Chinese press. they are
controlled by the government, but
they also have an extensive coverage of all kinds of social events,
When people are provided limited
help from the government, they

The story line is interesting, the
actors are talented and give
convincing performances, and
seeing Brad Pitt in action is
always a plus in my book.

China, a developing
country with the
world’s largest
population, is far
from perfect, but
its social ills are
basically matters
of history.
Fortunately, there are ways that
Americans can discover the truth
about China besides the media.
Americans can travel to China, or
they can share the truth brought
back from China by their fellow
Americans. After all, it’s now an
open door. Admission is not that
expensive.
This is the only way our macroeconomics professor will realize
that it’s not professional to consider China’s economic system a command economy. In reality, China
has been trying to change to a
market economy. Change in China
has been both great and rapid in
recent years.
Stevie Deng
Studies in American English
Felisha Deng
Instructional Technology

A

My standard of decency says that
there’s too much public display of
hatred, prejudice and violence,
and not enough public display of
love.
Please run pictures of every kind
of love!
Marsha L Farmer
Undergraduate Senior

My family values
say that humans
need love just like
they need food.
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TODAY

SATURDAY

Career Center
Graduate
Study
in
Engineering. 12:30p.m.
Engineering Bldg., km 189.
Call 924-6033.

Latter-day Saint Students
Association
Friday Forum - Playdoe
Pictionary & Snacks. San Jose
Institute 66 S. 7th St. Call 2863313.

Child Development Club
Club Meeting 10a.m. Toddler
Lab. Call 223-’7472.
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Career Forum 2:30p.m.-5p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
Rm. Call 225-2224.

San Jose State University
Theatre
Opening Night of "What Are
Tuesdays Like?" 7p.m. Hal
Todd Theatre, Hugh Gillis
Hall. Call 924-1555.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Do You Remember 12noon1p.m., A Green Perspective
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 9554831.

KSJS 903 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Da Undaground (Project
Sound) 2a.m.-6a.m., Escenia
12noon-lp.m., Live Jau Hour
5p.m.-6p.m., Sports Weekly
6p.m.-7p.m. Call 955-4831.

Latter-Day Saint Students
Associadon
Friday Forum, Meeting L.D.S.
Faculty. 12:30p.m. San Jose
Institute, 66 South, 7th St.
Call 286.3313.

SUNDAY

Meeting
2p.m.
Chicano
library Resource Center. Call
924-8803.

Alpha Phi Omega
General Meeting 6p.m.
Washington Square Hall,
109. Call 924-6626.

114SA
Salat-ulFriday Prayers/
lp.m.-1:45p.m.
jummah
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 448-8212.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass 6p.m. and 8p.m.
195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 938-1610.

San Jose State University
Theatre
Directors’
Presents New
Showcase. A Family’s Coming
of Age. Opening Night for
"The Modern Ladies of
Guanabacoa," 7p.m. Hal Todd
Studio Theatre. Call 924-4555.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Giants ofJazz 12noon-lp.m.
Live Jazz Hour 5p.m.-6p.m.
Sound Bytes 6p.m.-7p.m.
Call 955-4831.
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Middle East moves toward peace
Diplomats sign
peace accord
that will extend
Palestinian rule
ith
WASHINGTON (Al’)
President Clinton presiding, Israel
and Palestinians Thursday moved
toward a wider peace in the
Middle East, signing a historic
accord extending Palestinian rule
on the strife-ridden West Bank.
To worldwide acclaim, the two
longtime adversaries moved to
coexist side by side. "We shall
return to our heritage," said Israeli
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres,
chief architect of the Israeli pullback.
PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat
called the agreement "the peace of
the brave" and a definite step
toward Palestinian statehood. It
sets the stage for Israel to relinquish land it has held for nearly
three decades.
Wealthy nations from Europe,
Asia and the Persian Gulf sent
their emissaries to discuss further
assistance to the Palestinian
Authority, which is taking over 27
percent of the West Bank.
The land was held by Jordan
until Israel captured it in the 1967
Six-Day war and sent tens of thousands of Jews to settle there and,
under the accord, will remain.
At a White House signing ceremony, Israeli and Palestinian leaders joined in pledges of reconciliation, but also registered their
apprehensions about the risks
entailed in the pivotal pact.
"There’s been enough killing of
innocent people," Arafat said as he
pledged to safeguard the lives of
Israelis and Palestinians.
He admonished Israel that continued settlement of Hebron and
other parts of the West Bank and
holding Palestinians as prisoners
were contributing to tensions. He
also suggested Israel’s commit-

ment to the accord signed here
two years ago had been uncertain
at times.
Based on what he called "our
past experience," the PLO leader
said commitments must be precise,
honest and mutual.
Rabin and Arafat shook hands
after putting their names to the
laboriously negotiated pact.
"If all the partners to peacemaking do not unite against the evil
angels of death by terrorism, all
that will remain of this ceremony
are color snapshots, empty
mementos," Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin said to Arafat.
English,
Arabic,
Hebrew,
Russian, Japanese and Spanish
sounded under the gleaming
chandeliers of the East room as
prime ministers, foreign ministers
and a king all joined in the same
theme: peace is at hand, peace is
fragile, peace must be sustained.
The speakers quoted scripture
and Clinton invoked Abraham, the
patriarch of both Jews and
Muslims. Others drew on Abraham
Lincoln and Benjamin Franklin
who once, at a similar moment,
said, "There has never been a had
peace."
"A new chapter begins," Clinton
declared. "Finally, the time is
approaching when there will be
safety in Israel’s house, when the
Palestinian people will write their
own destiny.
Promising to "walk each step of
the way" with them, Clinton told
Rabin and Arafat "it is not by
weapons but by will and by word
that dreams become reality.
Smiling broadly as he sat alongside Clinton in the Oval Office,
Arafat acknowledged the agreement had "many enemies."
Clinton pledged "to do our best"
to make the agreement a success.
"The important thing, it will
lead to a permanent and just solution, and peace in the Middle
East," Arafat said. He said, it "definitely" was a stop toward a
Palestinian state, repeating the
word definitely for emphasis.

Ai
If all the partners to peacemaking do not unite
against the evil angels of death by terrorism, all that will
remain of this ceremony are color snapshots, empty
mementos.
Yitzhak Rabin
Israeli Prime Minister

PP
At the start of a separate session Palestinian state.
with Rabin, the president sideThe Palestinian Authority is
stepped a question whether U.S. expected to have many of the depolicy had shifted to support ments of a state, including a chief
executive and a legislature.
Palestinian statehood.
Arafat said final details of an
"We’re not moving anywhere,"
Clinton said. "We’re supporting Israeli military pullback would be
the peace process, and that’s all worked out by a joint committee.
The last sticking points concerned
we’re doing."
The accord gave the president a timetable and the number of
an opportunity to boost his stock Palestinian prisoners to be
in foreign policy and to share in released, a PLO demand that the
the reshaping of the troubled Jericho enclave be enlarged and a
Middle East, where Rabin said starting date for redeployment of
there was "remarkable progress Israeli troops.
The next stage is likely to be a
with tranquility, stability and peace
further PLO expansion or an
in the region."
accord
between Israel and Syria
leader
cautioned
The Israeli
that the fragile peace could easily involving an Israeli pullback on the
crumble if both sides didn’t work Golan Heights.
Negotiations between the two
to maintain it and to combat terold adversaries are stalled.
rorism.
Clinton assembled the first-ever Secretary of State Warren
meeting of the leaders of Israel, Christopher said Wednesday he
the PLO, Egypt and Jordan. "The hoped the new Israeli-PLO agreemessage to the world," he said, "is ment would provide incentive for
that the people of the Middle East them to pick up the pace.
The next stage is likely to center
are coming together. They are
on the PLO’s drive to establish a
moving toward peace."
He noted the absence of the capital in Jerusalem, which the
leaders of Syria and Lebanon, United States has not recognized
whose negotiations with Israel are as Israel’s capital.
While Arafat again last week
at a standstill. "There’s always
room for two more," Clinton confirmed his intention to form a
Palestinian state, many Palestinians
quipped.
While bitter opposition of some oppose the agreement as falling
Israelis and Palestinians is being short of that goal. Israeli critics
dismissed as malicious or worse, doubt Jews who live among newly
Clinton oversaw an agreement that empowered Palestinians on the
will pull Israeli troops from six West Bank will be secure. Still othlarge cities on the West Bank and ers consider the West Bank part of
could lay the groundwork for a Israel.

Strike in Hebron, militants threaten holy war

HEBRON, West Bank (AP) -Muslim militants threatened
Thursday to launch a "holy war"
Entries sill not be published unless a phone number and a specific date, time and
against the Israel-PLO agreement
place is given.
on West Bank autonomy that was
Sparta Guide is free!!! And available to ;torten’s, I acuity & stall associations.
.bes,signed at the Whitatliouse
Deadline is 5pm two days before publication. Forms available at 131511 209. Fitt/
- -later in the day.
may be edited to allow for space restrictions.
Palestinians in seven of the eight
West Bank towns ignored a general strike the militants called for
today.
The strike was partially observed
in tense Hebron, a stronghold of Bank after a gradual Israeli troop
opposition to the agreement that pullback from Palestinian cities
allows 450 Jewish settlers to remain over the next six months.
He has controlled the Gaza Strip
in the city of 120,000 Palestinians.
and West Bank town of Jericho
Merchants
shuttered
their
shops,
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
leading to Sint i din Isc0."
since May 1994.
tussle over a casino in the heart of
Brown calls Jordan a hypocrite. but students went to school and
Israeli hardliners opposed to the
flowed.
traffic
San Francisco Bay is emerging in The mayor has supported off-track
agreement plan to converge on
The
lack
of
compliance
with
the
the final weeks of the city s tight betting and doesn’t mind an occaHebron today to stale their central
mayoral race.
sional bet himself (the two once strike suggested growing support protest rally there. The demonstraWill it include tuxedo-clad gen- played liars’ dice in a restaurant, for PLO chief Yasser Arafat as he tion was to coincide with the White
prepared to take control of most
tlemen sipping scotch around a Brown says).
House ceremony, whit h is %diedBesides, he asks, how does Arab-populated areas in the West
roulette wheel? Or hookers and
Jordan plan to increase revenue?
crooks peddling drugs?
"Casinos are for cities that have Gambling would bring millions to
nothing else going for them," says a city badly in need of more police
Mayor Frank Jordan, responding and social services, Brown claims.
LOS ANGELES (AP)
rhe Southern Hemi were expectAnd, most important perhaps,
to rival candidate Willie Brown’s
surf was up along Southern ed to bring larger-than-average
recent proposal to build an wherefordan sees graft and greed,
California’s beaches Thursday waves to portions of the coastupscale gambling palace on Brown sees glamor.
from the delayed effects of a line through Friday, the National
"Do not be misled," he says.
Treasure Island.
storm that churned up the Weather Service said.
The 400-acre island was con- "What I am talking about here is
Pacific last week about 5,000
Breakers on south-facing
structed from landfill in the 1930s not a card parlor on Chestnut
miles to the southwest.
beaches were averaging 3 to 5
to provide a home for the 1939 Street or slot machines at the Cliff
Large swells generated by the feet, with occasional rises to 8
International House. Treasure Island is uniquely
Golden
Gate
Southern Hemisphere storm
feet in some locations.
Exposition. Turned over to the suited for (an) upscale, revenuewhat surfers like to call a
Navy during World War II, the generating entertainment developbase is slated for closure in 1997, ment ...," said Brown.
and the city will have jurisdiction.
Boasting some of the city’s
prime real estate and most dazzling views, the island has become
a natural tugging point in an
increasingly acrimonious mayor’s
race.
Jordan, a first-term incumbent
and former police chief, has
W
A." I
IFt
assailed Brown’s proposal by pointing to gambling’s downside
TUESDAYS LIKE?
crime, prostitution and other
places like
bolo
in
by Victor 14
social ills
ZALI.1M19
Louisiana and Atlantic City.
dire(
tea
He’s also recalled notoriously
I7!C() .(q
crooked characters from San
1,1
Francisco’s bawdy past. Among
%leers
them is Eugene Schmitz, a mayor
OrifillIPIV
Prl ft)
for five years in the early 1900s
who then served another 14-year
term at San Quentin for illicit
15,;:4114C1V-1
ties to gambling parlors.
"The past history shows gamNIUI(I()J"sl
"1111-1.11.
bling can bring organized crime, it
can tiring graft and corruption,"
Jordan says.
Sept. 29, Oct. 7
Sept. 30, Oct. 6
There’s also the question of who
the
profits from such a venture
at 7:00 p.m.
at 7:00 p.m.
city’s residents or Brown’s supporters. Jordan points to more than
$800,000 Brown received in camOct. 5
Oct. 4
paign contributions from gamat
1:00 p.m.
al 1:00 p.m.
bling interests during the last
decade of his tenure as speaker of
the state Assembly.
"This casino would actually hurt
the economics of our city," Jordan
says. "The best way I can describe
this would be with a political carSilt and San Fernando
toon. It would show the (Oakland( ll. FOR
with
Bridge
Bay
Francisco)
San
lit het% 924-4555
three lanes going to Treasure
(amps guilt lolormalioot 924-4551
Island gambling, and only one
avatIoN, if II, IH.1 I ’,two?, Chinch on ill,
Hee

Ai

Jihad groups. Gaza has been
sealed since Sept. 20. The West
Bank was sealed early today.
In a Hamas leaflet circulated in
the West Bank today, the group
denounced the Israel-PLO agreement as a sellout.
"No to the agreement of disHamas leaflet grace and shame, the leaflet said.
"The danger of occupation
remains and there is only one way
to get rid of occuration holy
uled to begin around noon EDT.
war and resistance.
Israel’s army enforced a closure
Hamas is the largest of the
of the West Bank and Gaza Strip Palestinian factions opposed to
that bars the 1.9 million making peace with Israel. Today’s
Palestinians living there from leaflet offered Hamas’ first
entering Israel. The travel ban response to the accord since it was
kept tens of thousands of initialed on Sunday.
Palestinians from their jobs in
Hamas is wavering on whether
Israel.
to continue its violent attacks
The closure was imposed to pre- against Israel or turn itself into a
vent possible attacks in Israel by political party and participate in
the militant llamas and Islamic Palestinian general elections

The danger of occupation remains and there is only
one way to get rid of occupation holy war and
resistance.

S.F. mayorial hopefuls
tussle over gambling
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Surf’s up along Southern California

NEW DIRECTOR’S SHOWCASE

Clorox
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( ,,mpans.
the tonsumer produt is industry.
tampus
And
we
bring
toming to your
with us a world of possibilities for
people with exceptional talent and
ambition

PRESENTATION
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Finance & Account i ng
llndergrads and MBA,
Thursday. October 5th
I 2:30 - 2:00 p.m.
Student I. ’Mon. Guadalupe R011111
Casual Attire
Refreshments will be served
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*CLOROX

It you re unable to attend, we’d still
like to hear front you Send your resume
ttt The Clorox ( ompany, Senior College
Relations Spettalist Pt) Box 245115.
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San Jose State University

Butler earns an A in leadership

Both teams
trying to earn
first win

By Eddie LaCapil
Spartan Daik Staff Writer
Howard Butler is sitting on a
bench after football practice.
groaning about how he can’t
believe he got a C on his phYsits
midterm. 1 got my formulas
wrong," Butler said to teammate
Salofi Tautuaa, who nodded his
head in disbelief.
The reaction is a natural one for
the 6-foot -4-inch. 240 pound SJS1’
defensive nose guard, who tries to
excel in everything he does. Butler.
whose mom used to pay him $10
for every A he brought home and
$5 for every B. has learned that
hard work on and off the field is
essential in the real world.
"NMI just got to try to be the
best." he said. "If you’re not trying
to be the best all the time, then
what’s the point Why should you
practice, why should you go run in
the morning, why should you
spend the time studying if you
don’t w.mt to get an A."
Butler. an aerospace engineering major, has instilled that A-plus
philosophy on the football field,
despite playing with a cast in his
fractured right hand.
yen painful,"
"It was painful
he said as he recalled the afternoon he fractured his hand
against Stanford University. "When
I first did it 1 didn’t know I had
fractured it. I played three more
plays and then all of a sudden it
hurt real bad."
Lately Butler’s play, despite playing with a broken hand for three
weeks, has hurt opponents real
bad by making his presence known
on the field. Trainer Charlie Miller
said usually a fracture lasts six to
eight weeks and Butler may be
able to play without the soft cast

By Eddie Zacapa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose State University
coach John Ralston’s head is
still spinning as he comes off a
tough 41-7 trampling to
University
of
California,
Berkeley last Saturday. But, as
he looks up from his desk and
sees stars, he envisions a possible victory.
Ralston, who is 5-21 in his
third year at SJSU, is still looking for a spark for his team, as
it has played the likes of
Stanford University, University
of Southern California, and
Berkeley.
"I’m always optimistic. I’m a
optimistic person," he said. "I
think if we were playing the
Cleveland Browns this week we
would have a good chance to
win."
Well, the Cleveland Browns
for next week will be: Utah
State.
-They have all the ingredients of a great offense,"
Ralston said. "They are going
to score a lot of points against
someone soon I just hope
its tint us."
The Aggies (0-3) are winless
with tough losses of 21-17 to
Arkansas State, and 24-21 to
The
Southern Mississippi.
Aggies also got trampled 38-14
by Boise State, which may be
refreshing
to
know for
Ralston, who has endured losses of 45-7 to USC and 41-7 to
Berkeley.
Ralston, who was the head
coach at Utah State and compiled a 31-11-1 record with
appearances in the 1960 Sun
Bowl and 1961 Gotham Bowl,
may be looking at his team’s
best opportunity to put a "V"
in the books in this week’s
game.
The Spartans will be playing
against an opponent that may
be more their level as both
teams are hungry for a win
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Nose guara Howard Butler plays and practices even with a broken hand
sonic good games with it," Miller for the team. Asa team captain, he lic1,1 his ground with the likes of
1. -no ersity of Southern California,
believes it is his responsibility,
said.
Butler. who was voted team cap- regardless of whatever else is going CC Berkeley and Stanford linemen.
tain, has 10 tackles in four games on to play.
"Howard has always been a
"People wonder how you can
two for a loss of 11 yards and
realizes that most of his projected leader and not a follower," said his beat guys when you’re so small,"
goals for this season are gone. But mom, Mary Butler, who tries to he said. "It’s all about good techthat doesn’t stop him from suiting make it to all of his games. "He nique ability to use hands is part
sticks to what he does. I support of your technique so it’s going
up and giving 110 percent.
I’m his num- to be tough for me now; another
"It’s a season -long type thing," him 110 percent
hand could come ill handy."
he said with a tear in his eye. "For a ber one fan."
Butler played through a bad
cl-linemai I to lose his hand is like a
Butler, 21, who has wanted to be
5
years
old,
has
sprained
ankle toward the end of
boxer to lose his hand. You can’t a pilot since he was
grasp and it’s frustrating more guided the defense as his determi- the 1992 season. "It’s all about who
Stain.
nation and vigor rubs off on his executes. It’s just who can stand up
than :nothing else."
"He’s not wearing anything outButler prepares for games by teammates. Linebacker Jacob the longest," he said.
Butler, who has only missed one
side of football and he’s playing focusing on what it means to be a Malae has 18 tackles and 19 assists,
pretty well with the cast he’s had
leader, and what he needs to do and linebacker David Elzey has collegiate game, is still standing, as
he will be playing in his 37th game
grabbed 16 tackles and 13 assists.
"Howard is a fighter," said senior at SJSU next Saturday against Utah
defensive tackle Tom Sotelo. who State University. "It would be hard
WOW - 44 CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF .PROFITARIUTY!
for Me to sit on the sideline as
has 13 tackles and is a close
A PLACE WHERE MANAGEMENT WORKS WITH MY
leader when I’m capable of playing
"His effort the first week not
INDIVIDUALITY INSTEAD OF AGAINST IT
my position," he said.
being able to grasp or holdthat
ADO:TEC’ WPAT /I DREAMY COMPANY!
Butler predicts a victory against
show of effort makes us all play
Utah State and said, "They’re a
harder," center Mike Snell said.
"What he did, showed he was a very average team, we are very
leader."
capable of beating them, they’re a
Butler. who tried to gain some dirty ,,team
a lot of cheap shot
extra muscle over the summer, is guys.
considered small, at 240 pounds,
And mom said, "They’ll beat
for his position. Facing some David
and Goliath match-ups, Butler has

Wee lc clic’ Beer a.rrid Breakfast
Specials
$2.99

*Lumberjack Breakfast $4.99
*Steak and Eggs

$4.99

e
coRtsvie

adaptec

Open M-F 6 am ’3 pm
Sat 6 - 2 pm
Sun 7-1 pm

148 West Alma Ave
OpirM1
6.’CAFE

West
Big
the
and
in
Conference. The Spartans
lead the series with the Aggies
16-9-1, and have won the last
seven meetings.
And, though, both teams
are in the conference the
game will be a non-conference
game in terms of the Big West
Championship race.
counts,"
"Every
game
Ralston said. "We are looking
for improvement. We have to
make a lot of adjustments. We
are in the process of setting
our offensive plan and defensive plan."
And the Spartans’ tough
schedule, a part of the university’s attempt to build the football program for the future
and lure more young athletes,
appears to have left many players down and out after the Cal
loss.
"We felt we could go in and
play with Cal," offensive coordinator/ quarterback coach
Roger Theder said. "Obviously
it looked like we didn’t know
what we were talking about
right?
"Whether we lost 40-7 or 600, really down deep, unless it
has an affect on the football
team what difference does it
make? (We) lost the ball game
and were not out of going to
the Las Vegas Bowl, which was
our goal when the season started; that’s what we started out
to do."
Quarterback Carl Dean
believes the key to the light
going back on will be consistency. Dean, who was hammered to the ground six times
last Saturday, is looking to put
more numbers on the board
next week.
"He has been working out
in the weight room trying to
get stronger to run away from
defenders and become a running back," Ralston joked .
But, Dean, on a more serious
note said, "As a quarterback I
feel like I have a certain
responsibility to make an
impact. It’s real frustrating, it’s
totally clear how hungry we
are; we are a better team than
our record shows."
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SPAR! N SPORI S CALENI) It
FRIDAY:
II Women’s volleyball vs New Mexico State at Spartan Gym,
7:30 p.m.
Women’s soccer at Fresno State, 7 p.m.
II Men’s golf, Fresno Lexus Golf Classic, 36 holes

Tap into Spartan Spirit At
Chris’ Country Cafe
*60 oz. Pitcher of Beer

SPARTAN DAILY

Spartans face
winless Aggies

Nose guard
strives for
excellence on
and off the field

WWWADAPTEC.COM

V

SATURDAY:
Football vs Utah State, Spartan Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
Women’s volleyball vs. Nevada at Spartan Gym, 7:30 p.m.
Women’s cross country, Stanford Invitational at Stanford, 10
am,
IN Men’s golf, Fresno Lexus Golf Classic, 18 holes.

SUNDAY:
II Men’s soccer vs. Fresno State at Spartan Stadium, 5 p.m.
:’s

Across From DMV
294-5565
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Student athletes and staff pleased with equity in sports
By Rowena T. Millado
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

SJSU’s Gender Equity Advisory
Committee, in the process of seeking recertification by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association,
held a two-day hearing regarding
gender and minority equity, awe
as student welfare in the athletics
department.
The general consensus of the
speakers at the hearings is that
SJSU is succeeding in building a
gender and racially conscious
atmosphere.
"I am pleased to say that San
Jose State has impressed me with
their color-blind approach to every
task at hand," Javier Ortiz, Spartan
running back said. Ortiz is cochairman of the Captain’s Council,
an advisory group consisting of

athletes from every athletic team.
"The staff in the athletic program have shown me," Ortiz said,
"that they are dedicated to fulfilling the needs of all students, no
matter what color or race they
are.
Thomas Brennan, SJSU director
of athletics, said, "The Division of
Athletics is committed to both proinciting understanding and to
enhancing diversity within the program.
Administratively, the athletic
department has five female head
coaches for women’s sports and
has hired two African-Americans
for assistant football coach positions.
"San Jose State University has
made considerable progress in
matters related to the enhance-

Savander Parker,
student development services specialist, said. Parker
presented a proposal that would
implement a program to aid student athletes in
JavierOrtiz
coping both on
SJSU running back
and off the playing field.
"Significant
efforts have been
Student welfare issues were also made to promote the integration
brought up - not only dealing of the academic and student supwith the physical part of athletics, port program for athletics,"
but also with the mental and edu- Brennan said.
cational aspects.
"Athletes need to be students....
"Athletes needs to be a part of Make sure that student athletes are
education, (and) higher education mainstreamed into the student
must be a part of athletics," body," said James Bryant, chair of

ment of opportunities for women,"
Brennan said. Two
new women’s athletic programs have
been established Cross
women’s
country and soccer.
OCR
"The
(Office for Civil
Rights) is pleased
with SJSU’s Gender
Equity Committee
John
model,"
Palomino, regional director of the
Rights. said in a
for
Civil
Office
press release. "We view tilt process
San Jose followed in mliv iliipniig a
program for equal atillt
tunity as one other
might look to in creating their own
Program."

The staff in the athletic program have shown
me that they are dedicated to fulfilling the needs of
all students, no matter what color or race they are.
PP

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim kw products or
servIces adverdsed below now is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
FOR RENT

Ni

STUDIO COTTAGE 300 Sq. Ft.
Private entrance, large yd, rustic,
good for 1 with not much turn. Si.
$475mo+$475 dep: shared utils.
Days: 743-2677/Eves: 726-3540.
2 BDRIS. APARTMON $750/PAD.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance
deposits. $745- $795/month.
Call 288-9157.
UNFURNISHED OFFICE space.
Sleeping room possibility can be
discussed. Infcrmation: 297-2697.
CLASSIC 1 BDRM APARTMENT
MP balcony. For clean. quiet, sober
& financially responsible single
adult. $595/mo. 553-B So. 6th
St. Tom: 292-3239 or 492-8828.
SUMMERWIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA
1,000 to 1,400 sq. ft.
W/D hook ups
Huge Clubhouse
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball & Tennis Courts
Basketball Courts
Rents from $825.00 month!
408-279-2300
SHARED HOUSING
Bascom/280/Moorpark, Bdr.
& Ba. in 2 bdr/2ba apt. N/S.
All amenities. Own phone.
$535+ PGE. 297-8761.
TWO ROOMS IN LARGE house for
rent. E.SJ., $375+/mo. 10 mm
from State. Responsible. 2237297.
FOR SALE
HOT-DOG STAND for Frat/Sorority
for sale, Use for special events or
parties/fundraisers. $3,500.
Call Scott 415-969-9833.
6 PARADISE CRUISE TIX on SF
Bay. Sell as package $40. incl.
appetizers & entertainment. $3.50
fee/person. Megan 408-998-5076.
AUTOS

FOR SALE

vw JETTA ’88
One Owner. Sun roof, 5 speed.
Must See! 415.323-4077.
86 YAMAHA SCOOTER 125cc 10k
mIles.Good wed 2 seater. Hlmt
Only $715. obo. Pang 298-8888.

GREEK MESSAGES
$1000 FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, Sororities & Student
organizatims You’ve seen erect card
fundraisers before, but you’ve never
seen the VISA fundraiser that
PaYs$5.00 per axe:Mon. Call Doma
at 143009320528 ext 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera,

JNSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CAU_ TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2

Phone: 924-3277

GREAT PRE-MED EXPERIENCE
Aide for 35 yr.old wheelchair user
in his pleasant PA cottage. Sat. &
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Nors Sun. lOpm-7am, or wkdays 7amprofit women’s heallh or. 30 hrsAvk 7pm. Some free study time.
59.50310.50 Resoute Center desire $10/hr. 415-568-1225.
to work on proj. for culturally diverse
comm. statewide. Cubes hicude
BOOKKEEPER/CLERK Nonprofit
ings, taking minutes, formatting etc. women’s health agency. 30
Proficient WordPerfect 5.1, PC/MAC hrs/wk. LOTUS 123, WordPerfect
literate. )(Int communication & waiting 5.1 skills. 81500-$1670. month.
skills. Send resumes to EPA 1W. Exc. benefits. Mail or FAX resume
Campbell Ave. Ste. 40, Campbell, CA to E.P.A. 1 W. Campbell Ave. Bldg
95008. FAX 408-374-7385. EOE
D #40, Campbell, CA 95008. Attn:
Personnel. FAX 408-374-7385. EOE
INTERPRETER FOR THE DEAF,
part time, experience required.
$14.00 / HOUR
Weekends/Evenings
Goodwill -Contact Susan Lawless. Sales
Canvassers and Telemarketers
Personnel 408-998-5774.
253-8818.
RECEPTIONIST OPENINGS Job
shanng opportunity with a fast-paced BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Quick Printer. Hours 8:I0arn-1:00pn Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
and 12:00pm-5:00exn. Will train on Students needed in the immediate
lsotec phone system. Must have area. Full-time/part-time openings.
pleasant, helpful telephone manner. Call today 1-415-968-9933.
Fur rearne to 2770131 aide Cana") International Bartenders School.
2770700.
US DEUVERY DRIVERS S$S
Restaurant Food Service.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Excellent part-time job.
Seneca Center is looking for a PT
Admin. Assistant for their Fremont
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
Site. Must be organized and
experienced. Must be proficient in Require own ccr +good DMV+ Ins.
Microsoft Word and have strong San Jose or Cupertino area. Call
typing and editing skills. Will be TAKEOUTTAXI 369-9400 after 5tan.
responsible for a variety of
challenging tasks. Resumes to: TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
Seneca Center, 2275 Arlington School Age Program. Energetic
Dr., San Leandro, CA 94578 individuals encouraged to apply.
Attn: TNA or fax 510-481-1605. Teacher position - ECE units
People of color strongly encouraged required. All majors accepted.
Call Gardner Children’s Center,
to apply.
998-1343.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
H.S. gad. Can DMV. Wok when you WOULD YOU ENJOY WORKING
want with our cars. Call 971-7557. with children while earning up to
$20.00/hour? If so Temple Beth
999W. San Carlos St. San Jose.
Sholom is looking for you! We
have an immediate opening for a
RECEPTIONIST
Religious School teacher. Please
Part time afternoons (Mon.-Fn.)
call 578-0693 or fax resume to
Contact: Dr. Iris Bloomer
374-7928.
n & it Technologi, Santa Clara
408-982-1151.
MAINTENANCE ASST. Basic
maintenance functions, painting,
TEACHERS
Campbell before & after school plumbing, carpentry. etc. Apply at
program has AM & PM positions 3rd level S.U. Director’s Office.
available. We are looking for a For more info: 924-6310.
team player with 12 ECE units,
experience with school-age children CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
and knowledge of NAEYC Accred. to $2,000+-/month. World travel.
Excellent salary & benefits. Call Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
Laura 408-370-2143. EOE.
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60411.
TECHNICIAN
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Part Time
Downtown St Law Firm has immeContact: Dr. Iris Bloomer
diate opening for P-T receptionist
n & k Technology, Santa Clara
Sam-12noon, M-F. Must speak
408-982-0840.
sane Sperth. Need somecomputer,
DEU SANDWICH MAKERS phone & clerical experience. Good
Tues.-Weds.-Thurs.-Fri. Part-time. interpersonal and organizational
The Sourdough, 84814 First St S.J. skills. Please apply in person at
96 N. 3rd St. 500, between
9am-4pm M-F.
WEOLEND SALES NEEDEDII
Fast growing computer company
looking for aggressive sales x 3. WANTED FEMALE(S) Tutor/Driver
Tet 408-934-3808 M-F: 9:30-5:30. $8 per hr. 5 afternoons per wk.
Must have own car & insurance.
Na,.. PROGRAMMER $2914532K DMV print out required. Call
FTE DOE. P/T 18.75 hrs/wk. Non 259-2781 for interview.
profit women’s health agency.
Assist network users, upgrading, SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
write programs, design database, Resorts are now hiring tor many
excellent written & communication positions this winter. Up to
skills. Excellent benefits. EOE. $2.000+ in salary & benefits.
Send resume to EPA 1W. Camp- Call Vertical Employment Group:
bell Ave. Ste. 40, Campbell, CA (206) 634-0469 ext. *0411.
95008. FAX 408-374-7385.

EMPLOYMENT

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per Year
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30, healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
maritime. an.; pm shifts. Serving
Downtown Swims Appemn person.
22 West Saint John, San Jose,
FAST FUNDRAISER
Raise $500 in 5 days- Greeks,
groups, cabs. motivated individuals.
Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
CHINESE&JAPANErsE egg donors
Childless Chinese and Japanese
couples need help of caring
Chinese & Japanese women to
start family. 82,500. + costs paid
upon retrieval at an In Vitro
Fertilization dine. If you’re Chinese
or Japanese. 21-29, healthy, nonsmoker, average height. average
weight, in college or career, and
preferably have been pregnant
before, call Jackie Gorton,
attorney. 415-485-196910 apply.

SUBSTITUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS.
Small World Schools is hiring
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info
substitute teachers for our 14
preschool & school-age daycare
call 1-301-306-1207.
programs. 6-12 units n ECE, Rec,
Psych, Soc. Or Ed required. Exp.
preferred. This is a great position
OPPORTUNITIES
for students. We can work around
your servo, schedule - even if RUSSIAN Businessman considers
you are only available 1 or 2 your business offers. Leonid at
afternoons. Call 379-3200 ext. 21. 408/924-1361 0’409/292-9240.
PEET’S
COFFEE & TEA
part-time retail sales
for
.
We are current.v
s for
part-time retail sn,..
our new store in C., :i Park
(San Jose). To apply.. , 7 our
store at 798-1 Blossom H . Road
in Los Gatos. Starting rate is
$6.50 an hour with medical,
dental, 401(k), discounts, bonus,
vacation and sick time, and
promotional opportunities. We
encourage applications from
people of all races and ethnic
backgrounds.

FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
distributing wildgrown, organic
products. 12-yr-old company
is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly.
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
408-264-7871(24 hour message).

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
rerninded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate ail firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless
of Vries. oxme, or carert’s roane.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60411.
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
grants available. No repayments,
ever. Qualify immediately. 1-800243-2435.

TUTORING
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of course material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 374-5150,

ADMIN. ASST. pat-time Flex has.
Downtown fain seeks sharp &
friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
speed (45wpm). Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. $9.00 - 81200 to
start. Fax resume to 408-9930759. 600 HOW-TO-BOOKS, REPORTS
Attn: John
& Guides, you can reprint & sell.
Complete text of all 600 on
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
FT/PT posit ons w.,:hfahts. tod- 1-800-241-9229 Visa/MC/ArnExp.
dlers, preschool and school age.
Great advancement and growth
SCHOLARSHIPS
oppty. Good benefits. Immed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries, SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
college & grad students. Grades,
408-867-4515.
SAT scores & age not *rays a factor.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small Recorded message gives details
World Schools is hiring teachers 408-629-4098, Annoinattnent #176.
for our school -age daycare proGUARANTEED
grams. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec,
SCHOLARSHIPS lir GRANTS
Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience
U* n ate Fnancial Opportunity
preferred. Most positions are
’or College Students.
2 5:30 or 2:30- 6. M-F. Short
Everyone Qualifies.
morning shifts are also available.
Don’t wait! Call now!
Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
UFO NETWORK
510-651-3773
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old. Apply for your share in millions of
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Contact California Cryobank Scholarship Resource Services.
415-324-1900. M F. 8-5pm. 408-261-8676.

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES

5 lines

$7

$11

$9
$10
line.
additional
each
for
$1

$11
$12

Nan,.

Few
Days

DWG

sit
$12
$13
$14

$13
$14
$15
$16

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
Big-O-Tires
23866 Camino Real, Santa Clam.
Mon. Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat: 9 tp 4.
261-4430.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 5254505...aski for Daniel.
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Letters, reports, essays, state’rents articles. etc. For more
info please call Dave Bolick,
510401-9554. Emergencies 0.K
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.

CALL 408-924-3277

/
Please check
one classification:

Address

co State

P’"
Send check or money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the fifth day, rate Increaser by $1 per day. limn Joe. State University
San Joe., CA 95192.0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

HAYWARDFREMMITUNION CITY
Wordprocessing & typng,
Academic / Bus, work accepted!!
ReportsThesesMLA/Turabian
EXPERT in APA format (4th Ed.)
WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer -FAX
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 Pm,
SUZANNE SCOTT
510-4410504 or 510-489-9794
HEALTH & BEAUTY

WORD PROCESSING

MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing or
& only ten minutes from campus using chemicals. Let us permaiCupertino/West San lose area). nently remove your unwanted hair.
Term Papers, Thesis, Resumes. Back Chest- Lip- Bikini - Chin Tape Transcription, etc.
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
APA, Turabian and MLA.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Days and evenings, seven days. 1/2 pnce if made before June 1,
Suzanne 996-1686.
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
PROFIESSICSAL Word Processing Campbell .14081 379-3500.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters,
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
minknicro cassette transcription,
Unwanted hair removed forever.
etc. All formats. Experienced,
Specialist. Confidential.
dependable, quick return.
Your own probe or disposabie
Almaden/Branham area.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
247-7486.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message.
50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Science & English papers/theses
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
Expires June 1st, 1995.
spell check and storage. APA,
408.379-3500
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
and other services available.
621 E Campbell Ave. *17.
Campbell, CA 95008.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449,

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
NO FEAR!!! MULTI-MILLION $ any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
tii i company seeks Fusion, Funk, Reggae. Or Folk.
:-,
five :.terse individuals for bay Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
area expansion. Full or part-time,
full-time training. To arrange for COCHRELL’S Professional
an interview. call Nanda Holz at Resumes. Member or PARW.
Reasonable rates. 356-6782.
408.358.7711.

DEDUFLJ I I
DOODOOLI=OODOOFIFF111 H
ODOODDOODOODEDOCIFIDH inrnrnnLjE
IDDOODPIOrl7D
DOODOODOODEDDODDELJ
ODEDDEODOODDEFIDDLIODEFIDEOLJETIEETI
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
one
Two Three
Day
Days Drays
$9
$7
3 lines
$5
$10
$S
4 lines
$8

FAX: 924-3282

SPORTS/THRILLS

EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living Shoppers. Dept. 118, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

SEMESTER RATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scr edoeu h,re,ises
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Pan-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply. Mon. Fri. 8am 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Near 101 at San Tomas Expressway.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

S linos

the department of human performance.
Bryant sees a balance of minorities and women in the administrative position, but he still feels that
the number of minority head
coaches must be improved.
"(SJSU has made) tremendous
strides in all three issues," Bryant
said. "SJSU is not at the bottom ...
but near the top in dealing with
these issues."
A sub-committee is conducting a
one-year self-study regarding these
issues. The findings must be submitted to the NCAA by the end of
January 1996, along with other
NCAA regulations, for SJSU to be
considered for recertification as a
NCAA school.

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall. Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays tinfore publication
iiii-elled ads
All ads are prepaid III No refunds
Rates for conger iJho pliblicatinnc ;;mnl
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

_Campus Clubs*
_Greek Messages*
_Events*
_Announcements*
_Lost and Found"
_Volunteers*
For Sele
_Autos For Sale*
_Computers Etc
Wan!ed

_Rental Housir;
_Shared Housr-c.;*
_Real Estate
_SeNtces*
_Health/Pe
_Sponsr h’
_Insurance
_Entertanrne-1.
_Travel
_Tutoring.
_Word Process
F-choSisnrs

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required
-Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community.

Al

DAILY
CROSSWORD
irpeur in the next issue.
a n..swer. 1: :..

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
27
30
35
36
37
38
39
42
43
45
46
48
50
51
52
54
58
62
63
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Type of star
Cupid
Some exams
- steven
Thick wool
Western
entertainment
--Queen of
Scots
Become fainter
"Cheaper by
the - Games
Likes better
Should
Consume
Amber-colored
wine
Winter resort
Ontario’s Point
Vital organ
Bntish baby
buggy
Petroleum
Drizzling
French friend
Poems
Warmth
Los Angeles
basketball
player
Floor covering
Rabbits
Jungle snake
Eskimo house
Refreshing
drink
Place to doze.
perhaps
Embellish
Diving bird
Jai - of the ball
Cozy
For fear that
Mythological
figure
Morays
Blouse part

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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C mass Leered Ceske., Sved.cater

DOWN
1 Captain of the
Nautilus
2 Elongated
shape
3 Exceedingly
4 From now on
5 Likeness of a
hated person
6 Arrive at
7 ’The - Man
and the Sea"
8 Stair
9 Trying
experience
10 Part of a house
11 Woodworking
tool
12 Unpleasant
look
13 Relatives
21 More
uncontaminated
23 Rule
25 Tidal wave
27 Bobbin
28 Children s
classic

29 Actress
Burstyn
31 - one, purl
two
32 Male duck
33 Wild-tasting
34 Arab princes
36 In - of
replacing
40 In the lead
41 Murkiness
44 Gravely
47 Deviation Iron
the rule
49 Mechanic’s
tide-me -over
50 Jangles
53 Horror movie
figure
54 Hunting dogs.
for short
55 Thought
56 Shed feathers
57 Otherwise
59 Margarine
60 Keg
61 Toy on a Win
64 Individual
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Higgins

I’llttIOS BY

Painting
Tuesday’
today

I,. (AIN:DENIS
SPARTAN DAILY

Jim Culley (above),
the scenic designer
for the upcoming
student-directed play
’Tuesdays’ , paints the
set that will be used in
the production opening
Friday.

Culley (left) goes
through many cans of
paint while preparing
the set for ’Tuesdays.’

From page 1
Higgins
II
down,"
Howes er he admits no
doing. "I’d do it again in a hot
second, don’t get mad at me
removing the word is just a
cosmetic fix, address the problem," he said.
Using theater to reflect soden’s ills is nothing new for
Higgins. While working as an
actor in sekt:egated South
Africa in the ’ /Os, Higgins was
thrown into a South African
prison for writing and directing a production about the
titled,
policy,
apartheid
"Survival."
"Life in jail for a black man
in South Africa was the same
as life as a free (black) man,
they were one in the same,"
Higgins said.
"Survival" opened in the
in
Theatre
Market
Johannesburg, the fir st theater
that completely iglu.: ed the
apartheid rules and g,.eI ft mein regulations in south
Africa that stated people of
color could not pet form on
the same stage as white people.
"I was interested in the theatricality of it (apartheid), not
the politics," Higgins said.
"I’m not a politician or a
humanitarian, but the conflict
between the government and
what I knew as a human being
was wrong and that makes
great theater."
Higgins served two weeks in
the eight-story John Vorster

id
I’m not a politician or a humanitarian, but the
conflict between the government and what I knew
as a human being was wrong and that makes
great theater,
John liggins
University Theatre manager

V,
Squat e
pi null
in
Johannesburg.
"There were 30 of us sleeping in one loom on horrible
rugs on the door, next to the
toilets," Higgins said. His diet
consisted of dried, hard cream
of wheat called mealipop.
"I saw a lot of beatings and
blatant torture of the black
prisoners. I was scared sh
less. Evers’ day someone would
jump out a window to his
death."
Although the government
said they jailed him for an
expired passport violation.
Higgins said the real reason
was his involvement in the
anti-apartheid movement. He
was escorted to Swaziland
where he quickly got another
six-month visa and immediately went back to South Africa.
Things began to really heat
up in the country, so Higgins
brought the play and its actors
to the United States. It toured
California, and in 1977,
opened in New York at the

Astor Place Theatre.
While in California in 1977,
"Survival" played at SJSU’s
University Theatre. The same
theater where, as a student in
the ’60s, Higgins fell in love
with acting and discovered the
world of theater.
"He ate, drank and slept
theatre," recalls his former
classmate
Marcia
SJSU
McKenzie, who has also
returned to teach at the university. McKenzie teaches
English language in the continuing education department.
McKenzie, who studied theater with Higgins agrees with
him about the posting of the
sign. "People are too sensitive.
Art is to provoke thought, that
is the reason we have it,"
McKenzie said.
"If he is as intense about his
job as theatre manager, as he
was as a student, I think
they’ve hired the right person
to make the theatre come
alive again."

Gonity, said. -I’m very cold."
Mathew,
class of 15
(1.11,, cis began to stamp their
feet and t lap their hands in
rhythm
helping them
adjust to the slight chill that
was in the air.
"We advise our students to
be sure the \ always have their
valuables ii hand, including
their slis and jack( is lust in

case we have to evacuate, like
today," he said. "They must be
prepared because they do not
have a chance to get back to
their lockers."
Officials at UPD were not
available for comment.

Alarm
From page 1
<cut.
had fun i t.up
Janet Van Si, , professor
of dance said. "It lasted for
approximately 30 to 40 minutes. It seemed like a long
time, because the dancers got
very cold."
Standing near the fountain
in her dance tights, SJSU liberal studies student lennise

Spartan Daily Copy Editor Lana
ping amtnhitni te, thil art &dt

Glass: Artists use visual language to teach children the ability to look at world differently
From page 1
stems front her belief in the mipt titance of collabotation between
SJSU and the San Jose ccimmunity.
She said her students’ involvement is also important.
"They (the students) will be
sharing with the public and contributing to the (art) education of
the Silicon Valley. Teaching is the
wonderful way to learn," White
said.
Bobby Bowes, president of
Artists’ Guild at SJSU and one of
the students participating in the
glass-blowing demonstration, said,
"Everyone is pretty excited. It’s fun
to be working outside of the institution. We’re sheltered here and

nice to get outside rAir, tsi ire."
Most of the Fain it% StliidaVs.
events have taken pla«. at the
museum, but the glass-towing
demonstrations will be held elsewhere. Participants will meet at die
museum and walk is SIM’ is here
the demonstr.itions and activities
will take place iii he glass art lab
in Industrial Studies building,
room 237.
Because of hazardous conditions in the lab, precautions will be
taken to make sure participants
understand sake, rules.
"The main (snug is looking out
for the welfare tti the people corning in," Bowes said. "We’ve drawn
caution lines."
it’s

Ai

I think an artist’s role is to give a larger view of their
work and show the community what they do to make
art fun and easy to understand.
Mary White
Glass artist

PP
White said student volunteers
who will help during the demonstration have all passed the six safety tests given the first month of her
class.

"We’ll instruct (the children)
what to touch, what not to touch,
We’ll talk to them about safety
before they come into the shop,"
White said.

Mural: Alum aspires to be illustrator for children’s books
From page 1
with children today."
Lopez attended Sisl from ’85’92 and received a bachelor’s
degree in graphic design with a
concentration in illustration.
"When I first came to college. I
wanted to be a cartoonist," he said.
After being a political cartoonist
for the Spartan Daily from ’86-88,
he discovered how tough it was to
be a cartoonist. "I like to draw, but

I really couldn’t think of cuss ilsing
it.
funny to say day in and da,
he said. "I found I like to ch
a lot
better than to do dialogue."
His goal is to become an illustrator for children’s books. It’s a hard
field to break in to, Lopez said.
He’s been able to land one freelance job as illustrator for .1
dren’s book. It’s titled, ’Two Moms
That are can Be." Although it isn’t
a best-seller, it was a fun and enjoyable project for him.

"I do want to do children’s
books, but whatever happens
happens," Lopez said. "I think I’m
going to be drawing and painting
for the rest of my life, whether it is
in a professional capacity or just a
hobby. Only time can tell."
Thursday night, a reception was
held at the Berryessa branch for an
unveiling of the mural and to
honor Lopez.

She estimates :i lo 40 participants
will come into tlie lab every hour.
"Many people don’t know about
glass blowing," White said. "I think
an artist’s role is to give a larger
view of their work and show the
community what they do (in
order) to make art fun and easy to
understand."
Although White hopes children
will find the introduction to glass
blowing enriching, she also hopes
it will encourage them to recycle
glass.
"Visual language gives children a
wonderful ability to look at the
world differently. (After the
demonstration) children can look
at a glass bottle with a whole new

vision, maybe it will encourage
them to recycle glass," White said.
Family Sundays, a four-year-old
program, is held the first Sunday
of every month. Diane Maxwell,
associate director of public relations at the San Jose Museum of
Art, said the event was designed as
an outreach program for children
and their parents.
"It (Family Sunday) develops
interest in art and the habit of
going to an art museum," Maxwell
said.
At past events attendance has
averaged from 400 to 500, she said.
Admission is free and all activities operate on a first-come, firstserved basis.

Iris

Ai
I think I’m going to be
drawing and painting for
the rest of my life ...
Angelo Lopez
Artist

From page 1
plants in the gtound before
they dry out.
"Irises are normally planted
in July," said Dennis Suit, manager of grounds and landscaping services.
Suit’s crew has been busy
planting the small iris roots

9,

called rhizomes, in addition to
their many other duties, in different locations on campus.
"We have about 100 in front
of Clark Library and 50 by
leisure services," Suit said.
"We’re putting them wherever
WC can.
Each plant has a value of $5
to $6 apiece, Simmons said.

Libya expels 300,000 foreign workers
KRIM)
Sitting
on scraps of cat dboatri on the
ground, dozens of Sudanese workers thrown out of Libya await a bus
toward home, joining a growing
exodus that threatens to reach
300,000 by year’s end.
Ten thousand Sudanese already
have returned home, and 10,000
more are said to be waiting near
the border to cross.
Libya says it is expelling foreign
workers to open up jobs for its own
people. Some suspect another reason: that Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi fears Sudan’s government
may be smuggling in militants as
workers to help Libyan radicals
who have clashed with police in
recent months.
For
weeks,
hundreds
of
Sudanese have flocked to Krimiya,
20 miles south of Tripoli, for a bus
ride to the Kafra oasis in eastern
Libya, then on to Sudan. Their
meager possessions are stuffed in
suitcases, trunks or sacks tied with
rope and strewn about the outdoor depot.
Most are day laborers without
work permits. Some arrived in
Libya two months ago, others a
year ago. Few are excited about
the prospect of returning to
Sudan, with its economic problems
and its Islamic governnient that
tries to crush dissent.
"I’m going back to Sudan. But if
I had the chance, I’d stay here,"

,
said Mohammed Abdullala
worker who came to the capital,
Tripoli, three months ago.
Egyptians, Palestinians and
other foreigners also have been
ejected since the el 11 tifillti Were
1 he
.1itgii,t
announced in
450,000 Sudanese in lain.’ seem to
be bearing the brunt of the expulsions, hut the people gathered at
Krimiya said they
e merely
caught up in the troubles, not the
cause of them.
"We’re just workers,- Alidullah
said. "We don’t have 551thing to
do with these problems . Sudan also denies nu it mg t Opp

in Libya, with which it signed
never-implemented unification
pact in March 1990. The Sudanese
ambassador, Hashim el -Seed, said
Libya had not complained to
Sudan about infiltration.
"After the border, there are
more than 11 checkpoints on the
way inside Libya itself," he said.
"You can’t smuggle anything, let
alone a person."
Libya does have the right to
expel people without work permits, the Sudanese ambassador
said.
.1
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